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ABSTRACT 
Suppose two stochastic matrices A and B of order n are similar in the set 3R, of 
all matrices of order n over a real field R. We obtain sufficient conditions in order 
that A and B be right similar, left similar, and similar in the set 9” of all stochastic 
matrices of order n over R. As a corollary, we obtain the known result that two 
doubly stochastic matrices of order n which are similar in 9R,, are also similar in the 
set 9,, of all doubly stochastic matrices of order n over R. Examples are given to 
show that these sufficient conditions are not necessary and are also not vacuous. 
Finally, we give an application of some of these results to the transition probability 
matrices of stationary finite Markov processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V, be the set of all row vectors of length n, and 5X,, the set of all 
matrices of order n, n > 2, having entries from a fixed subfield R of the real 
numbers. A matrix in 9R,, whose row sums are all equal to 1 will be called 
essentially stochastic (e.s.) (cf. [5]). We denote the set of all such matrices by 
S,. A matrix in 5, all of whose entries are nonnegative is a stochastic 
matrix, and we denote the set of all such matrices by Tn. If A in $5, is 
nonsingular, then A-’ is also in s,; however, if A in ?jj, is nonsingular, then 
A-l is in ‘!j,, only if A is a permutation matrix. An e.s. matrix all of whose 
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column sums are equal to 1 will be called essentially doubly stochustic 
(e.d.s.) (cf. [4]), and an e.d.s. matrix all of whose entries are nonnegative is a 
doubly stochastic (d.s.) matrix. The set of all e.d.s. matrices of order n is 
denoted by &,, and the set of all d.s. matrices of order rr by Qn. Clearly 
9)n c 9” c S, and 9,, c G, c S,. If A in G, is nonsingular, then A -’ is also 
in &,, but from the above, if A is nonsingular in q,, then A - ’ is in q), only 
when A is a permutation matrix. We let Z, denote the identity matrix of 
order TX, i the row vector of length n all of whose entries are 1, and 4 the 
row vector of length n whose ith entry is 1 and whose remaining entries are 
0, i=I,Z ,...) fl. 
Let & denote any one of the sets ‘9,, G,,, S,, or Tn,, ant let A;sB E L%,, . 
We say that A is right similar (left similar) to B, written A = B (A = B), in 
@” if there exists a nonsingular C E & such that C - ‘AC = B (CAC - ’ = B); 
and we say that A is similar to B, written A 2 B, in 6& if both A 2 B and 
A z B in @“, Similarity is an equivalence relation in any of these choices for 
$ . In &, and S, all three types of similarity are the same. In ‘9, and in T,,, 
A 2 B if and only if B y A. In [4] the author proved the following results. 
THEOREM 1.1. LetA,BE&“.ZfA$Bin%+,,thenAzBin&,. 
The first part of the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 is given by Corollary 6.1 
in [4]. The second part, and hence also the third part, follows by obsear$ng 
that a straightforward modification of the proof of this corollary allows = to 
be replaced by L=” . Theorem 1.2 is a generalization of a result in [q in which 
one of the matrices is restricted to be irreducible. 
In this paper we investigate the corresponding situation in “J,. Corre- 
sponding to Theorem 1.1 is a corollary to a theorem of Beasley [l] which 
states that if A and B in S, are similar in %, and both have eigenvectors 
for the common eigenvalue 1 which he outside the orthogonal complement 
of i, then A 2 B in S,. The special condition on left eigenvectors in this 
result is not needed for n = 2. Otherwise, without the condition the conclu- 
sion may or may not hold. As an example, 
A=[ _H i kJ and B=[ _y i I:] in& 
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are similar in 5, even though neither matrix has an eigenvector for the 
eigenvalue 1 outside the orthogonal complement of 1. As a counterexample, 
are similar in “sn, but not in S,. Here B has no eigenvector for the 
eigenvalue 1 outside the orthogonal complement of 1, although A does have 
such an eigenvector. For completeness we shall give a proof of this corollary 
in the next section. We shall also establish there a result corresponding to 
Theorem 1.2 which states that if A and B in T,, are similar in 9lL” and B has 
a positive left eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1, then A z B in T,,,, and if in 
addition A has such an eigenvector, then A 2 B in T,,. In the proof of this 
result the positivity of the eigenvectors is used directly in the constructions 
of the nonnegative similarity transforms in S,. We investigate the situations 
where one or both of A,B do not have a positive eigenvector for the 
eigenvalue 1. In case B has such a positive eigenvector but A not, we 
must A = RSB but in “jn. In case 
THEOREM 22. Let A, B E S,, where ci = (a,, a~, . . . , a,,) is a left eigenvec- 
tar of A and b=(bl,bz,...,b,,) is a left eigenvector of B fm the common 
eigenvalue 1, with Z;,ia, = Z~_lb,#O. If A 2 B in ‘%+,, then A 2 B in S,, 
where C - ‘AC- B for some non-singular C E S, for which ZC = 6. 
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Proof. Let A 2 B in CR,, , where ZA = a and bB = 6. We construct the 
matrix P== [iT, Pi,. . . , P,‘] E 9&, , where { Pz, . . . , P,,} is a basis for the orthogo- 
nal complement of 6 in V,, and the matrix Q = [iT, Qz, . . . , Q,‘] E %,,, where 
{Qzls.-,Qn> is a basis for the orthogonal complement of Z in V,. Now P is 
nonsingular, else i would be in the linear span of { Pz, . . . , P,}, which implies 
that i is in the orthogonal complement of b or X:1-. rbi =0,-a contradiction. 
Similarly, Q is nonsingular. We now form A = Q - ‘AQ and B = P -‘BP. Since 
bB = b, we have (bP)i= bP or (Z:,,b,)$,B = (X~_ib,)Z,, whence the first 
row of B is Z,. Also, the first column of B is P-‘BP~:=P-‘BiT=P-‘iT= 
Z:, since PEl= i’. The same is true for the first row and first column of 2. 
Thus x=1/A” and B=l-i-B for some A”,BE9Rn_,. Since A^2 B in Em,, 
we have A” 2 B in 9l$_1. Let e:~9R~_i be nonsingular such that C-‘A”e 
=s and let C=liC. Then C-lAd=li~-l~(!==liB=B. Letting C= 
QCP-‘, we have C-‘AC=Pe’-‘Q-‘AQCP-‘= P?-‘~C?P-‘=P~P-‘= B 
and CiT = @P - ‘1’ = Q&l = - Qgl= 1, whence A 2 B via the transform 
Ls 
matrix CES,. Since C-‘ES, also, A = B via C-‘; whence AZ B in s,. 
F_inally, ~C=~Q~P-‘=(Z;,,a,)~~~P-‘=(Z~,,a,)~~P-’=(~?,,b,)~~P-‘= 
b, since bP= (E~_,b,)Z,. This proves the theorem. n 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Theorem 1.1). 
AZ Bin 6,. 
Let A, B E &, . If A 2 B in %,,, then 
Proof. Here A and B in S, both have the left eigenvector 1 for the 
eigenvalue 1, with X:-i l#O.IfA~Bin%~,thenbyTheorem2.1,A~B 
in S, , where C - ‘AC = B for some nonsingular C E S, which i. But 
thenCE&,andC-‘E&,,,whenceALBin&,,. n 
Every has a nonnegative 
to its nonnegative eigenvalue of maximum modulus [2, 661. 
For a stochastic matrix is 1 and the eigenvector taken 
to have sum of to any positive number in 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A,B ET,,, where a= (~,,a,, . . . ,a,) is a nonnegative 
left eigenvector of A, and b = (b,, b,, . . . , b,,) is a nonnegative left eigenve;tor 
of B for the common eigenvalue 1, with 27, 1ai = Z;, 1b, = 1. Suppose A = B 
in TR,, . Zf 6 is positive, then A Ls B in T,, , where Cl- ‘AC, = B and iiC, = b 
for some mmingulur C, E T,, . If ti is positive, then A = *B in T”, where 
C,AC,- ’ = B and tkz = G fm some nonsingukzr C, E T,, . lf both a and 6 are 
p_ositive, then A 2 B in T”, where C1-‘AC,= B, iiC, = 6, C2ACa-1= B, and 
bC, = a for some non-singular C,, C, E T,, . 
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Proof. Let A 2 B in %,, . Since A, B Es,, we have by Theorem 2.1 
that A_ 2 B in s,, where S -‘AS = B for a nonsingular S = [sii] E 5, for which 
CS = b. Suppose 6 is positive. Then K = iTZ is a nonnegative matrix and 
L = i% is a positive matrix in 3n,. Let C,=aS+(l-a)L for an aER for 
which a($ - b,) + bi > 0 for all i, j = 1,2,. . . , n. Any (r for which 
will do. Then C, is nonnegative and C,iT = aSiT + (1 - a)LiT = aiT + 
(l-a)iTbiT=aiT+(l-a)iT= IT, whence C, E T,,. By a direct verification 
we see that Ci- ’ = (Y -‘S-i+(l-cw-‘)K, Cl- ‘AC, = B, and iiC, = 6. This 
yields the first part of the theorem. If ?i is positive the same argument applies 
to yield B 2 A in Ei;, , where Ca- ‘BC, = A and bc, = G for some nonsingular 
C, E Tn. Here A E B in ?jn, where &AC-.- ’ = B, which yields the second 
part of the theorem. The last part of the theorem now follows from the first 
two. n 
COROLLARY 2.4 (Theorem 1.2). LetA,BEGi),.IfAzBin%,,,then 
AZ Bin 9,. 
Proof. Here A, B E ET, both have the sitive left eigenvector n -‘I for 
the eigenvalue 1, with Zl,ln -’ = 
P 
1. If A = B in %“, then by Theorem 2.3, 
A 2 B in ET,, where Cl-‘AC,=B, iC,=i, C,ACsW’=B, and iC,=i for 
some nonsingular Cl, C, E 9”. But then C1,C2E6iJ)n, whence A 2 B in 9”. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A, B E T,, , where B has a positive eigenvector g but A 
has no positive eigenvector for the cornm eigenoulue 1. Zf A 2 B in ‘%+, 
thenAEBbutA?Bin?j,,. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 we have A z B in “J,. Suppose also A 2 B in 
Tn, where C&Cs- ’ = _ B for some nonsingular Cs E T,, . Then (&XJA = b(C,A) 
= b(BC,) = (bB)C, =_bC,, whence bc, is an eigenvector of A for the eigen- 
value 1. Now, since b is positive and every column of C, contains a positive 
entry (else C, would be singular), k, must be positive, contrary to assump 
tion.ThusAg Bin T,,. n 
Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.5 give sufficient conditions for the various 
types of similarity in Ei;, in terms of the existence of positive eigenvectors 
corresponding to the common maximal eigenvalue 1. The question naturally 
arises whether these conditions are also necessary. We shall see by examples 
that they are not. We note that every stochastic matrix has the positive right 
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eigenvector 1’ for the eigenvalue 1; hence A ~9~ has a positive left 
eigenvector corresponding to this maximal eigenvalue if and only if A is, to 
within a common permutation of rows and columns, a direct sum of 
irreducible stochastic submatrices [2, p. 781. The following examples of 
A, B E 9” for which A 2 B in “x, show that all possibilities not excluded by 
Theorem 2.3 or Lemma 2.5 can occur. 
EXAMPLE 1. Both matrices have a positive left eigenvector correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue 1; here A “=s B and A g I? in Ei,. 
n=2: 
A=[ i :j, B=[; i]; Cl=[; ], c,=[; I] * 
EXAMPLE 2. Only one matrix has a positive left eigenvector correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue 1; here A “=” B but A “z” B in T,,. 
n=2: 
EXAMPLE 3. Neither matrix has a positive left eigenvector correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue 1, and both A “=s B and A E B in Ei,, . 
n=2: 
A=[; ;], B=[; f]; C1=[; ;I, Cs=[; ;]. 
n=3: 
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EXAMPLE 4. Neither matrix has a posit$e left eigenvector correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue 1, and A 
RS 
= I3 but A # B in ‘??,, . Not possible for 12 = 2. 
n=3: 
EXAMPLE 5. Neither matrps has a posLt$e left eigenvector correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue 1, and A # B and A # B in ‘?J,, . Not possible for n = 2. 
n=3: 
A= I 1 0 1 0 1 a z a 
a a ii II , B= f a1 3 0 2 0 ; aI 
S-‘AS=B for S= 
3. AN APPLICATION TO FINITE MARKOV PROCESSES 
We consider a stationary finite Markov process in a system 
ii,iiA,GA2 ,..., ciAk ,..., (3.1) 
where a=(a,,u,,..., a,,) is the initial probability distribution over the n states 
of the system and A E 9” is a transition probability matrix of order n, n > 2. 
If g(A)= -a-g,x- . . . -&A”-’ i-A” ER [A] is the characteristic poly- 
nomial of A, then g(A) has the corresponding companion matrix 
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Since 1 is an eigenvalue of A, we have 0 = g(1) = - CyCig, + 1 or zl;ig, = 1, 
whence B is essentially stochastic. Suppose A is nonderogatory [i.e., g(A) is 
also the minimal polynomial of A]. This holds, for example, when the 
eigenvalues of A are all distinct. Then the invariant factors of both A and B 
in R[A] are l,..., 1, g(A), whence A 2 B in a,, (cf. [S]). 
Now B is stochastic when gi > 0 for all i =O, 1,2,. . . ,n - 1. Since 
, . . . , ir] denotes the principal submatrix consisting of the entries 
in the intersections of rows ii, ia,. . j, A. B 
stochastic 
2 d&A [ il, j2,. * 
l<jl<jz<"'<f,<n 
(3.4 
An A E 5, satisfying (3.2) we shall say has the alternating sign pmperty on 
sum-s of principal minors. Special examples of such a matrix are the fixed 
sign stochastic matrices with minors alternating in sign with their order [3, 
Chapter V] . 
Now B ET,, has a positive left eigenvector for its maximal eigenvalue 1 
exactly when g,, > 0, i.e., A is nonsingular. Thus, by Theorem 2.3, if A E Tti is 
nonsingular, is nonderogato 
% 
and has the alternating sign property on sums 
of principal minors, then A = B in Tn, where B is the companion matrix to 
the characteristic polynomial of A. If we now let C - ‘AC =_B for C E 9” and 
set EC=b, then GAkC=iiCC-lAkC=(iiC)(C-lAC)k=bBk for all k= 
1,2,3 ,..., and the finite Markov process given in (3.1) is transformed into 
the equivalent finite Markov process 
~,GB,GB~ ,..., iYBk ,... . (3.3) 
Because of the simplicity of the matrix B, the process (3.3) may be more 
convenient to study than the original process (3.1). However, the difference 
between the two processes is that the system states of (3.3) are not the same 
as those of (3.1). Those of (3.3) are “pseudostates” in terms of which the 
original states can be expressed via the row vectors of C. 
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